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Description 

Siteimprove has created a collection of short informational videos on various topics called the 

"Breakthrough Series". They consist of a subject matter expert speaking about a topic in front of 

the camera from their home office or the Toronto office.   

The video opens to show Layla sitting in her home office, speaking on camera for the entire 

length of the video.   

Layla has dark brown hair and is wearing a long-sleeved black shirt.  

Transcript 

Layla Hussein: 

My name's Leyla Hussain, and I'm a Partner Account Manager at Siteimprove. And today I'll be 

talking to you about SEO and getting leadership buy-in.  

[Upbeat music plays.  The title slide comes up with the words: Breakthrough. Siteimprove.  Then 

the scene returns to Layla speaking on camera.] 

Now, as a digital marketer, you know the business impact of SEO, but sometimes leadership is 

hesitant to invest in a channel that isn't going to yield immediate returns. So in this video, I'm 

going to arm you with some stats and considerations you can take to your boss, which will make 

SEO hard to ignore.  

https://videos.siteimprove.com/en-ca/watch/bYQ99qyWxRtqqYbuGf2BPZ?


First off, organic traffic drives more than 50% of all website traffic. But for your business to 

benefit from it, you have to be ranking in Google's top results. And from a strategy standpoint, 

SEO is more than just using keywords in your content and kind of crossing your fingers and 

hoping for the best. You really need a strategy that you're constantly working on and tweaking in 

order to stay ahead of competition.  

And unless you have an in-house expert who is dedicated to helping you stay on top of rankings 

and improve over time, it's important that you're investing in a tool that's going to help you get 

there and having a “good enough” or “okay” ranking isn't going to separate you from 

competitors.  

Google's top results are 10 times more likely to get clicked on than a website that's ranking in 

the 10th position for example. As well, people who come to your website through search have 

higher intent than other channels. They're in search of an answer to their question or a solution 

to a problem that they're facing.  

Interestingly, as well, a study published by Forrester in 2020 found that customers sourced 

through organic search actually show a greater sense of loyalty and engagement over time.  

When it comes to close rates, SEO leads have a 14.6% close rate on average, compared to 

outbound leads that only have a close rate of about 1.7%. That means that for every client you 

gain with outbound marketing, SEO is gonna get you 8.5% more.  

Thanks so much for taking the time to watch. I hope these stats helped. And don't forget to 

check out our other videos.  
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